DOREMUS to Schema.org
Mapping a Complex Vocabulary to a Simpler One

1. CHOOSE THE STARTING NODE(S)
   - F28 Expression Creation
   - F28 Expression

2. IDENTIFY SIMILAR CLASSES
   - A. Similar names
   - B. Similar description
   - C. Similar properties
   - D. Properties with similar expected values

3. IDENTIFY SIMILAR PROPERTIES
   - A. Similar name
   - B. Similar description
   - C. Similar properties
   - D. Properties with similar expected values

4. SIMPLIFY THE GRAPH
   - by merging classes that have:
     A. Same class or superclass in common
     B. Direct connections to the same class are realized through the same property
     C. A direct link that connects them
     D. No properties in conflict
     They can not have different names or musical keys

- How to express the richness of cultural content (specifically music) using Schema.org?
- Which strategies to adopt for moving from complex and specialized models (such as DOREMUS and FRBRoo) to simpler ones for simple web publishing?